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GRI, KPI, NFD, SDG... it seems that 
sustainability produces an endless 
list of acronyms to its already long 

list of abbreviations.

The dominant one now is ESG 
(Environment, Social and Governance 
Criteria), and it’s causing confusion 
among professionals in the field and 
corporate management. The uncertainty 
of what the acronym means exactly 
is largely due to the range of different 
actors and stakeholders linked to those 
three letters. Investors, analysts, banks 
and businesses all have their own 
interpretation of what ESG means. So, 
what is the most appropriate way to read 
these three crucial letters? Many believe 
the acronym to be a new "gospel" of 

more advanced sustainability, a way to 
move beyond old patterns and integrate 
non-financial priorities into business 
strategies. Well… maybe. 

ESG is really a lens through which finance 
reads and understands sustainability. It's 
a new perspective that investors, rating 
agencies and analysts use to communicate 
with companies, complementary to 
traditional financial analysis. 

This doesn't diminish the centrality 
of ESG. On the contrary, adding this 
perspective was necessary. But it should 
be part of a broader landscape of the 
different expectations of all stakeholders 
and the identity and context of each 
company. Let us clear up the confusion.

ESG Emergency Room 

The rise and rise of ESG is transforming corporate sustainability. Yet, 
because ESG (Environment, Social and Governance) can mean different 
things to different people, it often causes more confusion than clarity. 
Another spoonful of letters in an alphabet soup of sustainability 
acronyms! Drawing from our long experience of interpreting the needs 
of corporate stakeholders, we’re helping companies make their ESG 
communication more effective for the markets.
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Investing and 
sustainability: 
a perfect match 
Sustainable investments aim to create 
value for investors and society through 
a medium- to long-term strategies 
that integrate financial analysis with 
an environmental, social and good 
governance considerations. 

This is the definition of what a 
sustainable investment is, according to 
the Sustainable Finance Forum. Pick 
any acronym you like: SRI for Socially 
Responsible Investment (Sustainable and 
Responsible Investments for some) or 

ESG – either way, the substance is in the 
definition. What the words (or letters) 
do is officialise the connection between 
finance and sustainability, a union that 
can only be described as burgeoning, 
given the amount of money involved 
and the growth that it’s experiencing 
worldwide. 
 
 

Staggering numbers 
There were more than $35 trillion of 
sustainable investments as of 2020, 
according to the biennial Global 
Sustainable Investment Review. Europe 
alone accounted for more than $12 
trillion. 

But the most surprising number is 
15% – the rate by which sustainable 
investment grew over the two-year period. 
In the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, 
sensitivity to sustainability issues 
increased and investment trends shifted. 
In Switzerland, growth in 2020 alone 
was 31% with sustainable investment 
volumes reaching 1,520 billion Swiss 
francs, according to Swiss Sustainable 
Finance. It’s significant that the growth 
from private investors shot up by 72% to 
442.2 billion francs. In short, we're talking 
about a fast-growing, complex sector 
that will shape the future of many global 
sustainability challenges.
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“ 
Some see ESG as the "gospel" of 
a more advanced sustainability, 
a way to go beyond old 
patterns and integrate non-
financial priorities in business.  
Well… maybe.
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New investor  
expectations 
The genesis of these numbers lies 
undoubtedly in the growing interest in the 
challenges of sustainability. The European 
Union has translated that interest into 
regulation requiring companies to report 
on non-financial issues and investment 
managers to codify what a sustainable 
investment is (another up-and-coming 
acronym: SFDR, Sustainable Finance 
Disclosure Regulation). 

This context creates new needs and 
expectations regarding the assessment 
of the quality of an investment. To know 
where to allocate capital, it is no longer 
enough to look only at economic and 
financial performance; money managers 
must now understand the basics of 
"environmental, social and governance" 
issues at the very least. 

The very concept of "value creation" must 
be redefined in such a way as to integrate 
financial value with the sustainable 
economic growth of society, while also 
looking at longer-term horizons. These 
new demands now occupy analysts 
evaluating potential investments and 
rating agencies.

At the end of this "chain" are the 
companies, which must find ways to 
interact with these stakeholders.  

The ESG drive
ESG came about and grew through 
information and indicators allowing 
investors to allocate capital based on 
company performance across the board. 

That came with transparency on how 
well sustainability challenges were 
addressed, considering both the risks and 
opportunities those challenges entailed. 

On one hand, analysts are tasked with 
defining assessment protocols and 
trying to obtain from companies all the 
information they need to make their 
assessments. Companies, on the other 
hand, face more and more ratings, 
increasingly detailed questionnaires as 
well as evaluation criteria that are at times 
ill-suited to their industry. 

The use of artificial intelligence and 
natural language processing to automatize 
the collection and analysis of corporate 
data and content has only added to the 
challenge.

This can lead to ratings that are difficult 
to manage, interpret and compare. The 
quality of ESG indices can then suffer, 
with investors having to track and cross-
reference more and more requirements 
for a growing number of companies.



Swiss companies:  
what to do? 
Companies now find themselves 
dealing with an increasingly complex 
pool of stakeholders, where traditional 
sustainability stakeholders merge with 
financial stakeholders, mixing different 
objectives, methodologies and levels of 
experience.

Optimizing one's own communication 
then becomes essential to involve and 
satisfy "new" players and their needs. 

Typically, larger companies will have an 
easier time with communication thanks  
to their previous experience with  

non-financial statements (DNF) or years 
of GRI-oriented sustainability reporting.
But smaller, less experienced or less 
structured companies may have a harder 
time, feeling disoriented in the face of 
this large, sometimes contradictory, but 
always demanding and visible audience. 

It's important to understand the direction 
one wants to take, integrating new 
requirements with one’s own processes, 
assessing key stakeholders and relevant 
information for them and the company 
itself. This is why it is essential to have 
the right tools, so as to strengthen one’s 
position, establish a dialogue with 
analysts, grow together and ensure ESG 
communication is on the right track.
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The ESG Check! 
New rule number one in communication: 
"What you don't communicate does not 
exist." To properly respond to the new ESG 
requirements, companies need to:

1.  Take charge of your ESG 
information and messaging: ratings 
are based on questionnaires and direct 
interactions with companies, but also on 
research carried out independently. Avoid 
the risk of being rated inaccurately due to 
a lack of information.

2. Find new stakeholders within the 
company: the dialogue with new external 
ESG stakeholders increases the urgency 
of greater involvement and interaction 

within the company about sustainability, 
with investor relations and with the 
corporate affairs teams, as well as top 
management.

Intra-company interaction minimizes 
the risk of focusing too much on a single 
issue, while neglecting other equally 
important ones.

3. Communicating with an 
international audience: the ESG 
community is global, and the technical 
jargon is all in English, which creates 
a potential barrier for those having to 
translate content into English. 

To address that challenge, we have 
developed a range of services to help our 
clients set up, improve and optimize their 
ESG communication.



ESG check: a tool to lay the 
foundations of your ESG 
communication
Thanks to a protocol composed of more 
than 50 criteria we can assess the quality 
of ESG content, from strategy and key 
challenges like Climate Change to 
Diversity, Human Rights and related KPIs, 
considering not only transparency, but 
also how accessible and easy-to-use the 
content is for ESG professionals.

Thanks to ESG Check, you can receive:  

• an accessible overview of key trends 
and insights into the current state of 
the sustainable investment world;

• an assessment of your 
communications to understand how 
well they meet the requirements of 
ESG professionals;

• an action plan with suggestions for 
improving your ESG communication.
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